PART I: In the following sentences, circle each **incorrectly** used lowercase or capital letter.

**Example:** When you’re at the bookstore, pick up an Italian newspaper and a French Magazine.

1. My mother bought an african lamp made of teakwood for my aunt.
2. My japanese friend took latin american history and enjoyed it.
3. Yesterday, a famous guest came to visit our music 102 class.
4. My british pen pal, Sarah, sent me an irish friendship ring.
5. The best way for me to learn spanish is to talk with my argentinian mother.
6. The spanish explorers sailed up the florida coast.
7. According to the korean exchange student, english class is very different here.
8. Isak Dinesen was a danish author who wrote about a european girl named Babette.
9. When I go to college, I plan to take biology 101 and swimming I, II, and III.
10. Everyone who is in my english class is also in my math 202 class.
11. As an interior decorator, Molly enjoys adding peruvian Rugs to a room’s decor.
12. When Roberto left Science class, he forgot his English book.
13. In History class, we saw pictures of victorian children.
14. We brought back some beautiful Mexican Pottery from our vacation in Mexico.
15. Next year I hope to enroll in advanced computer programming IV.
16. Our committee should speak with the Principal about the dates for the party.
17. Before his birthday, I asked my Brother to give me a list of items he wanted.
18. I asked my neighbor, mr. Elton, if he would hire me to mow his lawn.
19. Jenny has always enjoyed spending time with aunt Pattie.
20. The fire marshal and mayor Kniffin worked together on the parade committee.
21. One of my favorite movies is king kong.
22. At the bookstore, Mitzi was looking for the Magazine national geographic.
23. Paulie often stays up late watching the television Program film classics.
24. The game Sonic the hedgehog is on sale at the computer software store.
25. The ballad “the cremation of Sam McGee” is funny and unforgettable.
26. Do i have to answer the questions at the end of “The American poets”?
27. Sandra lay on the couch and laughed as she watched the simpsons.
28. Would you help me find a copy of the declaration of independence on the Internet?
29. May I borrow your copy of everlasting love by CeCe Winans?

PART II: Write proper adjectives to go with the nouns in the spaces below.

Example: Shakespearean play

31. __________________________ soldier
32. __________________________ history
33. __________________________ scientist
34. __________________________ class
35. __________________________ french fries
36. __________________________ shoes
37. __________________________ theaters
38. __________________________ computers
39. __________________________ food
40. __________________________ pyramids

PART III: Think of proper nouns that correspond to each of the following common nouns and use them in a sentence.

41. (movie) ____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

42. (song) ____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

43. (TV show) ________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

44. (book title) ________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

45. (magazine) ________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________